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QUESTION 1

In public key cryptography, the private key is used to: 

A. Encrypt the public key 

B. Generate unique hash values each time it is used 

C. Verify the digital signature of a public key 

D. Sign/approve any transaction/action that might be made by the holder of the key pair 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

With Hyperledger Fabric ledger, it supports both levelDB / CouchDB for state data? 

A. FALSE 

B. TRUE 

Correct Answer: B 

The ledger system in Hyperledger fabric uses levelDB. By definition, LevelDB allows concurrent writers to safely insert
data into the database by providing internal synchronization. LevelDB uses very coarse-grained synchronization which
forces all writes to proceed in an ordered, first-come-first-served basis, effectively reduces throughput to a single thread.
State database options include LevelDB and CouchDB. LevelDB is the default key-value state database embedded in
the peer process. CouchDB is an optional alternative external state database. Like the LevelDB key-value store,
CouchDB can store any binary data that is modeled in chaincode (CouchDB attachment functionality is used internally
for non- JSON binary data). But as a JSON document store, CouchDB additionally enables rich query against the
chaincode data, when chaincode values (e.g. assets) are modeled as JSON data. 

 

QUESTION 3

Taking a series of unrelated transactions and writing them to a particular block is: 

A. Highly insecure and considered bad practice 

B. Most common in public blockchain 

C. Most common in permissioned blockchains 

D. Required among all blockchains 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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You currently using the Metamask Chrome plugin and you see a selection for Etherescan in the plugin. 

What is Etherscan used for? 

A. A search engine that allows users to easily lookup, confirm and validate transaction that have taken place on the
Ethereum Blockchain 

B. A search engine that allows users to easily lookup, confirm and validate transaction that have taken place on the
Bitcoin Blockchain 

C. A search engine that allows users to easily lookup, confirm and validate transaction that have taken place on the
Ethereum and Tokens Blockchain 

D. A search engine that allows users to easily lookup, confirm and validate transaction that have taken place on any
Blockchain 

Correct Answer: A 

A search engine that allows users to easily lookup, confirm and validate transactions that have taken place on the
Ethereum Blockchain 

Reference: https://etherscancom.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/35000022140-what-isetherscan-

 

QUESTION 5

Consider the following scenario: Due to consistent inaccuracies and outdated real estate listings, a residential real
estate company wants to build a blockchain solution that accurately depicts which homes (assets) are available for
purchase across all countries/provinces. All available homes should be publicly viewable by the general consumer
audience, but certain details of the home, such as history of maintenance, should only be viewable by licensed real
estate professionals. 

Which architecture would best solve the product need? 

A. Public data hosted on a public blockchain, Privileged data security hoisted on a private database 

B. The entire solution built on a private blockchain with proper permissions for both public and privileged data 

C. Public and privileged data on hybrid blockchain will Proof of Stake consensus 

D. Public data hosted on a public blockchain; Privileged data hosted on a private blockchain 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

The merkle tree contains a full list of the transactions on the blockchain? 

A. FALSE 

B. TRUE 

Correct Answer: A 
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The merkle tree does not contain a list of all the transactions, rather a hash (digital fingerprint) of all transactions as a
tree structure. 

Reference: https://medium.com/all-things-ledger/bitcoins-implementation-of-blockchain-2be713f662c2 

 

QUESTION 7

The "Nothing-at-Stake" problem that could be realized by Proof of Stake networks would be caused by what? 

A. If all of the validator nodes are taken offline 

B. If validator nodes reject all transactions 

C. Validator nodes approving all transactions on old and new software after a hard fork occurs 

D. All of the above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

You are considering writing a smart contract for Ethereum and would like to use a robust programming language. 

Which programming language is considered the most flexible and robust for Ethereum? 

A. Solidity 

B. Python 

C. Serpent 

D. JS 

Correct Answer: A 

To write smart contracts there are a few different languages: Solidity, which is like JavaScript and has .sol as a file
extension, Serpent, Python-like with extension .se, and a 3rd, LLL, based on Lisp. Serpent was popular a while back but
Solidity is the most popular right now and more robust, so just use Solidity. You prefer Python? Use Solidity. 

Reference: https://medium.com/@ConsenSys/a-101-noob-intro-to-programming-smart-contracts-
onethereum-695d15c1dab4 

 

QUESTION 9

Which one of the following is a consideration that must be taken into account when using Hyperledger Fabric that you
wouldn\\'t need worry about on Ethereum? 

A. The fees for deploying and using Smart Contracts 

B. How you will provide proper uptime for the network 
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C. The level of security of Smart Contracts (chaincode) 

D. How often hard forks occurs on the software 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Addresses on a blockchain are derived by a process of hashing _________. 

A. Wallet Addresses 

B. Private Keys 

C. IP Addresses 

D. Mac addresses 

E. Public Keys 

Correct Answer: E 

Reference: https://medium.com/@ConsenSys/blockchain-underpinnings-hashing-7f4746cbd66b 

 

QUESTION 11

What type of peer node executes transactions? 

A. Monitoring 

B. API Peer 

C. Endorsing Peer 

D. Ordering Peer 

Correct Answer: C 

Endorsing Peers (Endorsers) An endorser executes and endorses transactions. The endorsing peers take the role of
endorsing transactions before they are ordered and committed as per the policy defined in Chaincode. 

 

QUESTION 12

In what year did a whitepaper that was published by "Satoshi Nakamoto" outlined a solution to the Byzantine Generals
problem? 

A. 2006 

B. 2009 

C. 2008 
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D. 2010 

Correct Answer: C 

 

In 2008 a whitepaper is published by "Satoshi Nakamoto" which outlines a solution to the Byzantine Generals problem 

 

QUESTION 13

In what way(s) can Ethereum Smart Contract functions be invoked? 

A. Only through code executed in other Smart Contracts and XML-RPC 

B. Through code executed in other Smart Contracts and through web3.js or any JSON-RPC library 

C. Only through code executed in another Smart Contract 

D. Smart Contracts cannot be externally invoked. They become autonomous at launch and cannot be called. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://bitfalls.com/2018/04/08/how-to-call-ethereum-smart-contract-functions/ 

 

QUESTION 14

Regarding Ethereum contracts, the contracts can call (perform) two specific message calls. The message calls are
either _____________ or __________? (Select two.) 

A. Bitcoin nodes 

B. Send Ether to non-contract 

C. DApps 

D. Other contracts 

E. Ether Nodes 

Correct Answer: BD 

Contracts can call other contracts or send Ether to non-contract accounts by the means of message calls. Message
calls are similar to transactions, in that they have a source, a target, data payload, Ether, gas and return data. In fact,
every transaction consists of a top-level message call which in turn can create further message calls. 

 

QUESTION 15

You are considering writing smart contracts and there are a few different languages you can consider. (Select two.) 

A. Truffle 
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B. Serpent 

C. Solidity 

D. Embark 

Correct Answer: BC 

To write smart contracts there are a few different languages: Solidity, which is like JavaScript and has .sol as a file
extension, Serpent, Python-like with extension .se, and a 3rd, LLL, based on Lisp. Serpent was popular a while back but
Solidity is the most popular right now and more robust, so just use Solidity. You prefer Python? Use Solidity. 

Reference: https://medium.com/@ConsenSys/a-101-noob-intro-to-programming-smart-contracts-
onethereum-695d15c1dab4 
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